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KEY RECOMMENDATIONS

Existing mechanisms can be used to reduce risks stemming from nuclear,
climate, and security trends intertwining, including:
•

Live and tabletop scenario exercises and war games

•

Theater Security Cooperation Plans

•

The U.S. National Climate Assessment

•

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports

•

U.S. economic and commercial dialogues with countries like China and India

•

Dialogues at the UN Security Council

Additional, important steps can include:
• Increasing the budget for the International Atomic Energy Agency
• Creating a roadmap of different institutions and agencies that are
involved in climate, nuclear, and security policies
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Introduction

Beginning in 2016, the Center for Climate and Security established the Working Group on
Climate, Nuclear, and Security Affairs to examine the confluence of these three sets of risks.
Nuclear trends, climate change effects, and a multitude of security challenges are combining
in specific countries of concern, influencing global governance, and heightening the prospect
of existential threats becoming reality. These concerns are manifesting together in places like
Pakistan, India, and Iran, around the South China Sea, and across many parts of the Middle
East and North Africa---the same regions that currently present some of the most daunting
challenges to U.S. and international security interests.
A deliberately multidisciplinary Working Group of nuclear, climate, and security experts
from government, business, nonprofits, academia, and the media first convened in May
2017 in the first-ever work to explore the nexus of these challenge sets. The results of their
deliberations were stark. The group affirmed that these trends are combining in ways that are
influencing nuclear materials risks and the international norms that helped drive stability in
the 20th Century. Yet the Working Group went further, characterizing the current state of
international affairs as one in which pressures from climate, security, and nuclear trends are
creating systemic weaknesses that could allow the world to more easily slip across breaking
points like nuclear detonation and the unwinding of efforts to stave off climate change. 1
The group reconvened in January 2018 to more deeply explore three specific questions the
Working Group identified in 2017. First, can we devise a flexible policy toolkit to allow
public and private actors to address the nexus of climate, nuclear, and security challenges?
Second, for high-priority regions in which these trends are present, how might we reduce the
odds they will combine in destabilizing ways? Finally, how can we begin to improve how we
communicate to the public and policy makers regarding these types of complex yet existential
risks?
All of these questions have significant bearing on how the security community can address
explicit threats and the general stability of nation-states, as well as the future strength of
global norms and governance mechanisms.
This paper provides summaries of the insights produced via breakout sessions the Working
Group held during its January 2018 meeting to focus on the three questions raised above. It
then briefly describes select themes that emerged from the Working Group’s deliberations,
and highlights specific recommendations. 2
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Fragile States Index. Highlighted countries either have established nuclear power programs, are taking
steps towards expanding existing programs, are in planning stages of development, or are actively
exploring nuclear energy options. The Fund For Peace.

POLICY TOOLS
A critical task of the Working Group was to explore policy tools that could be used to mitigate
the grave concerns stemming from nuclear, climate, and security risks interacting. The group
dove deeply into considering the kinds of U.S. government and international programs,
authorities, mechanisms, and institutions that could help address this complex challenge
set. Ideas spanned everything from formal treaties and their verification mechanisms, to
information sharing tools and fora, to defense cooperation programs, and beyond.
Working Group members assessed that many of the tools necessary to reduce these nexus
risks already exist and can be leveraged by explicitly considering climate, security, and
nuclear variables in tandem. As John Conger and Shiloh Fetzek describe in their report of
this discussion, “Multilateral regimes have been created, on the one hand, to address nuclear
safety and proliferation, and climate risks on another, but they don’t interact. Building this
bridge would go a long way toward continuing to identify and mitigate risks at the climatenuclear-security nexus.” 3
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In general terms, the intelligence, security, and crisis response communities in the United
States have a multitude of analytical tools that could be better leveraged. Using advanced
analytical systems and methods to combine climate, nuclear, and security data into easy-tointerpret risk assessments and maps would help prioritize resources and drive early responses
to prevent grave threats in areas where nuclear materials and facilities reside. In the United
States, existing interagency mechanisms could facilitate this process.
Several international mechanisms already exist and stand to provide clear opportunities. For
example, the need to better include emergency preparedness has been recognized in the
Convention on Nuclear Safety, but this could be further enhanced by deliberately using
climate change-related modeling, attribution, and foresight tools. Climate change impacts
and the security tensions often present in complex emergencies can better be incorporated
into nuclear accident protocols.
Additionally, the Sendai Framework on Disaster Risk Reduction provides a strong platform
for increasing resilience as the world faces mounting costs of natural disasters. However,
it could go further to explicitly explore what these disasters could mean around nuclear
facilities. This should extend to training and preparedness programs globally. As Fetzek and
Conger wrote, “More work could be done to ensure disaster response personnel are fully
prepared for a recovery effort that involves nuclear material--especially in environments in
which other complex security challenges are present.” 4
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Stabilizing Potential Crisis Regions
Applying policy tools and improving relevant international mechanisms can go a long way
toward reducing the threat of climate, nuclear, and security challenges destabilizing specific
countries and regions. The Working Group determined that doing so will require attention
to both crisis response and crisis prevention. 5
The group identified several specific factors that can contribute to instability in regions
where nuclear, climate, and security trends combine. These include governance fragility, rapid
technological change, hypernationalism, and the weaponization of language---each of which
can impact the ability of states and international actors to prevent crises from emerging and
responding effectively when they do. Additionally, security analysts should monitor trends in
energy poverty, resource scarcity, the state of political legitimacy, and countries’ views of their
standing in the international system in countries housing nuclear facilities while experiencing
serious security challenges and climate change effects.
The Working Group identified the need for a serious analytical effort to understand these
risks, noting that this would deeply benefit U.S. power projection. According to Neil Bhatiya,
addressing destabilizing trends in potential crisis regions “requires a significant investment of
resources, technology, and human capital, deployed strategically.” 6 Globally, improving crisis
prevention and response in places where nuclear programs reside will require stronger climate
change and nuclear security safety nets than currently exist.

Soldiers from the Border Security Force of India and the Pakistan Rangers of Pakistan shake hands
during the daily ‘Beating of Retreat' Ceremony at the International Border at Wagha. Koshy Koshy
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In terms of regions of high priority, Working Group members were especially concerned with
how the climate-nuclear-security nexus is impacting both internal and external relations across
India and Pakistan. Presently, there are inadequate coping mechanisms to address the various
international flashpoints that are likely to be precipitated by climate events and nuclear issues
in the region. Elements of great concern include water stress, severe weather events, a lack
of adequate electricity, political tensions, social instability, and terrorist networks. Nuclear
energy investments in the region from certain suppliers (e.g., Russia in India and China in
Pakistan) could contribute additional concerns.
Other countries and regions that are facing climate and nuclear security challenges include
the Middle East, the Baltics, and Indonesia. For Indonesia, climate change, potential nuclear
energy development, a sinking capital city, internal migration, religious extremism, and
regional territorial disputes are some of the variables plaguing the current environment. For
many Working Group members, these factors are renewing concerns regarding this country at
a time when tensions regarding the South China Sea are worrisome enough. Understanding
how these dynamics may influence one another should be a high priority.
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Improving Communications
Since its first meeting, the Working Group identified effective communication as one of the
great challenges in reducing the complex risks arising as various climate, nuclear, and security
trends combine. Although the public and policy makers share common understandings of
many security challenges at a basic level---especially those discussed in the news and social
media on a daily basis---existential threats such as nuclear risks and runaway climate change
are often seen as more abstract.
Beyond this general barrier, the Working Group demonstrated that discourse in and among
the security, climate, and nuclear communities of interest remains stuck on one major point:
diverging views on the pros and cons of nuclear energy. While this is a critically important
debate, it often detracts from real threats that are already emerging.
Improving communication regarding the nexus of nuclear, climate, and security challenges
will require continuing processes to identify shared values. Among Working Group members,
these included support for strengthening global governance, a common understanding that
it critical to uphold international norms and treaties, and shared concerns over Russia’s
dominance in securing deals to build and operate nuclear reactors in regions such as the
Middle East. Significant work is needed to focus on explicit threats and shared security
concerns, develop compelling narratives attached to actionable recommendations, and
identify opportunities to leverage the common interests shared across the security, nuclear,
and climate communities of interest.

Opening Plenary of the Nuclear Security Summit 2016, in Washington DC, April 01, 2016. Narendra Modi
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Fort Calhoun nuclear reactor during Missouri River flood. June 2011. US Army Corps of Engineers (Omaha)

KEY THEMES
Across the deliberations on each of three focus areas described above, several common themes
emerged.
First, governments and non-governmental entities will both have persistent roles
in understanding and addressing the nexus of nuclear, climate, and security trends.
Governmental responsibilities directly tied to national and international security missions,
such as intelligence gathering and preparing to operate in complex security environments, will
continue. However, independent nonprofit and academic researchers may be best positioned
for analyzing these nexus challenges, and in many cases private companies and public-private
partnerships will be key to driving innovation and implementing solutions.
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Second, multilateralism will be critical, even in the face of growing distrust of government
and governance regimes both nationally and internationally. Despite these developments,
multilateralism is the key to addressing the complex nature of the climate, nuclear, and security
nexus. International cooperation could facilitate the necessary cross-fertilization among
nuclear, climate, and security entities outlined earlier in this paper. Existing frameworks
that are primarily used in regional approaches can also be leveraged to address the growing
intersections of climate events and nuclear issues. For example, under a multilateral umbrella,
nuclear protocols could be better updated to include climate change-related events and
pressures. Multilateral and regional platforms will likely be critical for effectively assessing
risks, preventing crises, and leveraging existing policy tools and mechanisms.
Third, we must improve the use of existing technologies. Concepts such as data visualization
tools that combine climate and nuclear information underscore the Working Group’s focus
on technology and the role it must play in understanding the nexus. Examples include using
artificial intelligence to better model climate and security dynamics that may have yet to
manifest but would put nuclear facilities at risk. Multilateral institutions may also facilitate
technological development and learn how to export tech values associated with nuclear
and climate data. Members also acknowledged technology's role as a disrupter. It has been
demonstrated that tools such as social media can be manipulated by extremist groups and
can combine with other factors to create a perfect storm of destabilization in regions that
are grappling with climate and nuclear events. Governance systems must also keep pace with
technological advancements to ensure they can mitigate security obstacles associated with
climate change and nuclear issues.
Finally, investments in scenario building will be well spent. The intersection of nuclear,
climate, and security risks could trigger nonlinear effects and game changing events. Any
chance of knowing these unknowns requires scenario building. Although we are dealing with
inherently difficult to foresee events, we should expect sharp breaks and tipping points in the
international system. The Working Group identified several suggestions for best gaming out
scenarios, to include:
•
•
•
•

Isolating specific criteria that could lead to flashpoints
Relying on predictive science to reveal past assumptions and blind spots
Developing and utilizing metrics to audit/measure impacts
Incorporating runaway climate change outliers
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Recommendations
Along with the aforementioned themes, Working Group members developed the following specific
recommendations.
1. Use Theater Security Cooperation Plans to examine the potential ways nuclear, climate,
and security risks may interact, as these mechanisms are already designed to include
relevant U.S. agencies and utilize the full spectrum of U.S. and partner capabilities in
crisis prevention and response.
2. Consider impacts to nuclear energy infrastructure in the U.S. National Climate Assessment
and Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change reports.
3. Increase the budget for the International Atomic Energy Agency, which already recognizes
the nexus of nuclear, climate, and security risks and is positioned to use resources to
efficiently reduce them.
4. Hold live-action and tabletop exercises in which the pressures of climate change effects
and security trends combine in dangerous ways in areas containing nuclear facilities. As
part of these exercises, they should incorporate dynamics regarding public perceptions,
the influence of social media, and the impact of weakening international norms and
institutions. Such exercises could also be used to stress test specific crisis preparedness and
response systems.
5. Create a roadmap of different institutions and agencies that are involved in climate, nuclear,
and security policies and establish a baseline to trace where there are interconnections.
6. Include climate change and nuclear safety risk issues in the strategic and economic/
commercial dialogues that the United States conducts with important partner countries
like China and India.
7. Introduce dialogues on the nuclear-climate-security nexus at the UN Security Council.
These activities should include stakeholders from governments and the private sector. Each of these
steps would spur further connectivity across the climate, nuclear, and security communities and form
significant steps forward in reducing the dangers of these risks combining in destabilizing fashion.
UN Security Council Chamber, Thomas Park
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Conclusion

The Working Group on Climate, Nuclear, and Security Affairs was a first-of-its-kind experiment in
bringing diverse voices from each of these fields together to examine pressing challenges to international
security. The group showed clearly that effective threat reduction will require the examination of the
nexus of these risks in places as diverse as Pakistan, the United States, Jordan, Indonesia, Iran, China,
Russia, and India. This is merely the first step of the Working Group. In the coming months and
years, it will guide deep case study research, continue to convene to deliberate on global trends and
develop recommendations, and help in communicating the importance of aggressive measures to
address existential risks such as nuclear threats and extreme climate change impacts---and the even
more daunting challenges emerging as they collide.

The Working Group on Climate, Nuclear, and Security Affairs, January 2018
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(Endnotes)
1 Nolan and Parthemore, “Working Group on Climate, Nuclear, and Security Affairs Report One: A Framework
for Understanding and Managing the Intersection of Climate Change, Nuclear Affairs, and Security,” The
Center for Climate and Security, November 15, 2017, available at https://climateandsecurity. org/cnsareport1/
2 This paper serves as a capstone report accompanying briefers stemming from each breakout discussion,
available at: https://climateandsecurity.org/climatenuclearsecurity/
3 Conger and Fetzek, “Expanding the Climate-Nuclear-Security Policy Toolkit,” The Center for Climate and
Security, May 2018, available at: https://climateandsecurity.org/climatenuclearsecurity/
4 Ibid
5 Bhatiya, “Stability at Stake: Addressing Critical Regions Facing Complex Climate, Security, and Nuclear
Risks,” The Center for Climate and Security, available at: https://climateandsecurity.org/climatenuclearsecurity/
6 Conger and Fetzek, 2018
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